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6

Abstract7

A data warehouse (DW) is a database used for reporting Paper describes Modification8

Algorithm and implementation on Object Oriented Data Warehousing. A Data Warehouse9

collects information and data from source data bases to support analytical processing of10

decision support functions and acts as an information provider. In initial research data11

warehouses focused on relational data model. In this paper concept of object oriented data12

warehouse is introduced modification maintenance algorithms and its implementation to13

maintained consistency between data warehouse and source data base.14

15

Index terms— Data warehousing, object oriented database, instance, maintenance16

1 INTRODUCTION17

he concept of data warehousing was first proposed by Inmon ??Inmon and Kelley,1993). A data warehouse18
is a repository of subjectively selected and adapted operational data which can successfully answer any ad hoc,19
statistical, complex or analytical queries. Data warehousing technology is becoming essential for effective business20
intelligence, business strategy formulation and implementation in a globally competitive environment where in21
larger and larger amounts of data are required to be processed faster and faster for comprehension of its real22
meaning and impact. The term Data Warehouse was coined by Bill ??nmon in 1990, which he defined in the23
following way: ”A warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and non-volatile collection of data24
in support of management’s decision making process”. Data that gives information about a particular subject25
instead of about a company’s ongoing operations. It is integrated as data that is gathered into the data warehouse26
from a variety of sources and merged into a coherent whole.27

Data warehouse system is time variant as all data in the data warehouse is identified with a particular time28
period. Data is stable in a data warehouse. More data is added but data is never removed. This enables29
management to gain a consistent picture of the business. (Source: ”What is a Data Warehouse?” W.H. Inmon,30
Prism, Volume 1, ??umber 1, 1995). A singlesubject data warehouse is typically referred to as a data mart,31
while data warehouses are generally enterprise in scope. Also, data warehouses can be volatile. Due to the large32
amount of storage required for a data warehouse, (multi-terabyte data warehouses are not uncommon), only a33
certain number of periods of history are kept in the warehouse. For instance, if three years of data are decided on34
and loaded into the warehouse, every month the oldest month will be ”rolled off” the database, and the newest35
month added. Data warehouse contains information that is being collected from different sources and integrated36
into a common repository for efficient query and analysis. When the data sources are disturbed over a different37
location then a DW has the responsibility to collect the necessary data and save it in appropriate form. In this38
paper some research topics are mentioned as Maintenance [11] [12] [13] [15] [17] ??20] [21], consistency [6], [26],39
[27].40

In this paper is organized as follows. The concept of object oriented data warehousing. Formal definition41
of class instance and object oriented data warehousing. Maintenance modification algorithms for consistency42
between the object oriented data warehouse. Examples are also given there to illustrate the proposed algorithms43
and its implementation in oracle 10g.44
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7 THE ALGORITHM OF MAINTENANCE FOR INSTANCE INSERTION

2 II.45

3 Object Oriented Data Warehousing46

In an object oriented database, each employee or class is associated with unique identifier, a set of attributes47
and a set of procedures. There could be no. of data types such as atomic or any other class. Object Oriented48
Data warehousing, like other areas of Information Technology, is a field in the midst of change. The current49
systems integration approach is associated T with the objective of creating a centralized operational data store50
and Decision Support System read-only server-based application [3]. To meet this objective, it is necessary to51
extract, transform, and transport data from isolated islands of information to such centralized repositories,52
and then to retrieve information efficiently and effectively through query and reporting tools. To perform53
multidimensional analysis, and to meet performance criteria, special methods and tools associated with On-Line54
Analytical Processing are employed. Multidimensional client, multidimensional server (Multidimensional Online55
Analytical Processing or Multidimensional Data Online Analytical Processing), Relational Online Analytical56
servers, and most recently, Vertical Technology servers, are used to help performance in the query and reporting57
process. Object Oriented Data Warehouse approaches are better at specifying user requirements than Systems58
Integration ones. In particular, systems integration approaches seem to move from process identification to data59
modeling without specifying the details of the identified processes. They do not employ Use Case specification and60
analysis to get at requirements, while this is a central aspect of Object Oriented Data Warehouse .The fourth61
class of specific reasons for an Object Oriented Data Warehouse approach to data warehousing is conceptual62
consistency with the various components of a data warehousing solution. The tools used to arrive at these63
solutions are increasingly object-oriented. For example, data extraction, transformation and transportation64
(ETT), tools from Sagent, Informatica, Carleton, ETI, VMARK and others strongly reflect the conceptual65
outlook of object technology. In the object oriented Data warehousing we used the classes and instances. An66
object type is a description of a set of object sharing the same attributes operations and relationships. Classes67
are implementation of types in software. So, objects are instances of classes as well as one of the types. In an68
object oriented data base system, we have defined certain definitions for various employees or classes. The classes69
can be organized according to their hierarchy. Let ID be a set of identities, A be set of attribute names be a set70
of data types allowed for A,TW be a set of atomic data types be a set of values and M be a set of processing71
methods. A set of employees in an object oriented database can be defines as follows:72

4 III. Notation And Definition73

July An instance t ={tid, ta, tv,tm}is created and inherits from a certain class cid={cid, ca, ct, cm} such that74
tid ?ID, ta= ca tv= <tv 1, tv 2,??.. tv n> with tv i ? U and tv i being of type ct i for i=1 to n, and tm= cm.75

Example 2 : For the example in Figure ?? An object-oriented data warehouse W is a triple {V, VC, I}, where76
V is the set of view definitions, VC is a set of classes and I is the set of instances generated from the source77
database according to VC and V. Below, modification maintenance algorithms are proposed to maintain the78
consistency between an object-oriented data warehouse and its underlying source databases. They are instance79
insertion, instance modification alters, and instance modification update.80

5 IV.81

6 Instance Insertion82

We have a source database, a new instance Iid is inserted into a source database. A new Msg known as transaction83
Msg is formed and sent from the data collector to the data warehouse for the view maintance. The proposed84
syntax of the transaction Msg for instance insertion as follow : MID, insert, Iid, Cid85

In this Msg identifier of this transaction which is formatted automatically by data collector. Insert is denote86
type of Msg. Iid identifier the new instance which is inserted in a database and Cid class identifier form which87
this instance is inherits.88

7 The algorithm of maintenance for instance insertion89

Input : -A Data Warehouse W(V,VC, I) and an instance Iid of the class Cid is inserted into the source database.90
Output : -A modified Data warehouse W’ (V, VC, I’) Step1 : A source receives an instance insertion truncation91
Message, which is formed and sent from the data collector to the data warehouse.92

Step2 : Make the view definition to find the definition which refers to the class Cid in the From Part. View93
found is denoted by V A .94

Step3 : If A is empty, set W’= W and exit the algo otherwise go to the next step.95
Step4 : After application of select, where operations deduce all the attributes from the view named V A and96

denotes it by V B.97
Step5 : Request the data collector to collect the contents of V B and instance Iid or alternatively from its98

subsequent descending instances.99
Step6 : Acknowledge the contents of V B from the data collector.100
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Step7 : If contents of V B received and satisfy the conditions of view v in A. Create a new instance according101
to the class of the view otherwise do nothing. Step8 : After step 7, new necessary instances are created and102
inserted into the Data warehouse. Data warehouse now modified by.W’ (V, VC, I’) V.103

8 Instance Modification Alter104

When the attribute values of an instance tid in the source database are changed, a transaction Message is sent105
from the data collector to the data warehouse for view maintenance. In algorithm W is warehouse, V is View,106
C is the Class and I is Instance. The format of a transaction message for modifying an instance is proposed as107
follows:108

MsgID, Alter, tid, cid, Where ui denotes the i-th attribute add to be alter and vi denotes the new attribute.109
Example3, assume that the attribute office in instance IN is alter from IN to INH. The data collector will detect it110
and send a transaction message (001, alter, office, R&D, {(office country)}) to the warehouse. The maintenance111
algorithm for processing the above instance modification alters is proposed as follows:112

The maintenance algorithm for instance modification Alter: Input: Data warehouse W(C, V, I) and modified113
alter instance tid of class cid. Output: A revised data warehouse W’ (C, V, I’) Step1: An Instance of modified114
alter message is received from the data collector.115

Step2: Search the data warehouse W for instance tid: If instance tid exits in W exist algorithm otherwise Go116
to the step No.3 and set W’=W Step3: For the instance tid in warehouse alter its attribute according to the117
transaction message.118

Step4: If the instance tid satisfies the condition of at least one view which refer to class cid, then keep the119
instance tid in I of the warehouse W otherwise remove tid from I in the warehouse W120

The attribute of instance tid have been modified alter add in the data warehouse after the Step no.4.121
Example 3 : Assume that the attribute of an instance have been added in the source database and the122

transaction Msg is formed as Alter type office add attribute (country char (20))cascade. This message is processed123
by the instance modified alter algorithm as follow:124

Step1: Receive the transaction message alter type office add attribute (country char (20)) cascade from the125
data collector.126

Step2: Since the instance A1 exists in the warehouse W then stop.127
Step3: Alter the attribute country of the class office.128
Step4: If A1 satisfies the condition of view country office it is kept in W.129

9 VI. Instance Modification Update130

When the attribute values of an instance tid in the source database are changed, a transaction message is sent131
from the data collector to the data warehouse for view maintenance. The format of a transaction message for132
modifying an instance is proposed as follows:133

MsgID, update, tid, cid, where ui denotes the i-th attribute name to be updated and vi denotes the new value134
of ui. For example, assume that the value of attribute name in instance MKP is changed from KAUSHIK to135
PALAV. The data collector will detect it and send a transaction message ( S001, update, NAME, MKP, {(MKP136
PALAV)}) to the warehouse. The view -maintenance algorithm for processing the above instancemodification137
transaction message is proposed as follows.138

The maintenance algorithm for instance modification update:139
Input : data warehouse W (C, V, I) and a modified instance tid of class cid. Output : A revised data warehouse140

W’ (C, V, I’).141
Step1. Receive an instance-modification transaction message which is formed from the data collector.142
Step2. Search the data warehouse W for instances tid; If instance tid exists in W, do the next step; Otherwise,143

set W’ = W and exit the algorithm.144
Step3. For the instance tid in the warehouse, change its attribute values according to the transaction message.145
Step4. Check whether the instance tid satisfies the conditions of the views V which refer to the class cid; If146

the instance satisfies the condition of at least one view, keep instance tid in I of the warehouse W; Otherwise,147
remove tid from I in the warehouse W. After Step 4, the attribute values of instance tid have been modified in148
the data warehouse. An example is given below to demonstrate the instance -modification algorithm.149

Example4, Continuing Example 3, assume that the attribute values of an instance have been modified in150
EmpID char (20), EmpName name, Empdept dept, Emptitle char (10), counter int151

Step1. Receive the transaction message (S001, update, NAME, MKP, {(NAME PALAV)}) from the data152
collector.153

Step 2. Since the instance A1 exists in the warehouse W, the algorithm executes Step 3.154
Step 3. Change the value of attribute NAME of the instance MKP from KAUSHIK to PALAV.155
Step 4. Since A1 satisfies the condition of the view MKP Employee, it is kept in W. The graphical156

representation of the warehouse after the attribute value of instance A1 has been changed is shown in Figure 4.157
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12 CONCLUSION

10 VII.158

11 Implementation159

12 Conclusion160

The research of object oriented data warehousing is current topic so, there are many important issues which161
are yet to be explored. For online processing modification maintenance in object oriented data warehousing162
is very important. Modification maintenance of the data warehouse is very important to accuracy of the on-163
line analytical processing. In this paper, we have discussed the concept of object oriented data warehouse and164
modification maintenance al gorithms to maintain the consistency between the data warehousing and the source165
databases. They are instance insertion, instance modification alters and instance modification update. Although166
the proposed algorithms can be used to make object oriented data warehousing practical. 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 1:
167
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